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LIVING 
THE DREAM
OUT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE ON ÖLAND, BEING CLOSE TO THE EARTH AND 
PR ACTISING CR AFTS, SAR A K ÅNÅHOLS HAS EVOLVED AN INTEGR ATED WAY OF LIFE.

Sara 
Kånåhols

Textile historian and 
handweaver. 

Kulturlagret
(The culture store) 
consists of Sara Kånå-
hols, her stock of yarn 
and skills.

sarakanahols.se

Bolinder, their big, shaggy dog, greeted us 
in the doorway. Cheeping in the bath-
room came from little newly hatched 
chicks needing a bit more warmth. Fresh 
baked bread lay wrapped and ready in 

handwoven linen. Repp and rag rugs on the floor. A 
sheepskin coverlet on the bed. Standing in the corner 
of the living room was the loom, light pouring in 
from three sides through the mouth-blown window 
glass. Outside, spring was slowly emerging. We had 
arrived at Sara Kånåhols' and Adam Norman's home 
on north Öland.

The farm was procured a good four years ago. 
Sara then worked as a weave tutor at Gamleby Folk 
High School and Adam was museum education 
officer in Västervik. Two years ago they decided to 
take the plunge and live their dream, moving here 
permanently. This is where they practise craft, grow 
their own and lead a wholesome life.

Sara's roots are in Dalarna, in Mora. She did the mu-
sic option at secondary school and got into folk music 
and medieval dance. Both of these interests provided 
her with textile inspiration. Granted, she had been 
used to wearing the Mora costume from childhood 
and also been given her paternal grandmother's 
costume when she was confirmed. But now what she 
wanted was to weave folk textiles, make medieval 
clothing and learn more.

Two years were then spent on the textile pro-
gramme at Mora Folk High School, where weaving 
was also part of that course. Which was indeed fortu-
nate, since although Sara had applied for the sewing 
option, weaving became more important.

– Weaving is much like music: logic, rhythm, 

flow. Once you have determined things and found 
your pace and rhythm, it is just a matter of hang in 
there. Performing the same thing for long periods pro-
vides a sense of calm and safety, which I appreciate.

After a couple of years in a student flat in Uppsala, 
when she acquired her first loom, “Little Blue” and 
did the Textile Science course, it was back to Dalarna 
for the weave course at Sätergläntan. She enthused 
about all the knowledge and skills acquired there: 
folk textiles, cloth analysis, discussions about weav-
ing equipment and the opportunities for earning a 
livelihood as a weaver.

– It is amazing how the equipment we use directs 
our creative work. That was something I came away 
from Sätergläntan with, and using reeds made with 
proper reeds instead of the metal sort. That produces 
the little bit of distortion which enlivens a weave.

On that course she wove the cloth for a bodice, 
a bedspread in blue shown at the National Associ-
ation of Swedish Handicraft Societies' centenary 
celebration at the Nordic Museum in Stockholm 
and the special aprons for the Mora costume called 
'magd', which we featured with project directions in 
VÄV/4/13.

Stripes have always fascinated her and there's no 
getting away from them in her case. Mostly they are 
composed on the loom, or if the stripes/repeats are 
larger she uses paper, pen and colour.

– If you look at vintage and historic textiles, they 
have often been composed as they were woven, a rag 
rug has stripes that are the length one can see before 
they disappear under the breast beam, after which 
the colours can vary.

When the Nordic Museum put on its stripe show, 
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the costume
Sara wove the cloth for her 
outfit, sewn up by her friend 
and seamstress Emma Frost.

Stripes, Rhythm, Direction in 2013, Sara was on a 
practical placement and allowed to browse the collec-
tions with Anna-Karin Jobs Arnberg, then a curator 
at the museum. The many things she saw there have 
provided her with a wonderful bank of references 
from which she can draw. By going directly to the 
digital museum, she can now look at the images and 
“sense” a quality. Her great interest is in early 19th 
century garment cloth. At that time there was such a 
rich variety and at its peak before cotton eventually 
took over completely. There were some fabulous qual-
ities then, lovely to wear and durable. Not to mention 
fantastic stripe patterns! Her favourite cloth is a 
linsey-woolsey with linen in the warp and wool in 
the weft. Sara was wearing an outfit she made herself 
from cloth she wove. The cloth is a reconstruction of 
a 1930s garment found in the collections at Västervik 

Museum. She came across it while there with her stu-
dents from Gamleby Folk High School. The original 
cloth has warpways stripes but so as to obtain the 
correct sett and have slightly fewer shafts, she turned 
it and wove it with weft stripes. When the National 
Association of Handweavers had its AGM in 2018, 
she was asked, along with Elin Kindberg and Emma 
Frost, to show some clothes made by them for which 
they had woven the cloth. This dress was one of the 
garments she showed then (see picture p. 16).

These days on Öland, her time is divided between 
weaving for sale, giving courses on weaving in  
Kalmar, freelancing as a teacher of weaving for 
different training courses, caring for the animals, the 
garden and the house.

– By cooking a lot of our own food, growing our 
own and having somewhere to live that is low-cost, 

Cushions in a variety of stripes. Inspiration for the stripes on the 
cushion right at the bottom came from a vintage blanket.
Fresh baked rolls in handwoven linen with indigo blue stripes.
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Top left Weft-faced rib with ikat dyed 
weft.
Right Sara Kånåhols was the course 
leader for Dye and Weave Indigo Blue, 
a course held at Gamleby Folk High 
School.
Below left Elizabet Christiansson 
dyeing yarn for a weave.
Below right The outcome of 
Elizabet’s dyeing.

we are free to live the kind of life we want. 
Sure it involves a lot of work, but it is also 
very satisfying to be involved in building up 
something together.

Making a living from weaving is a real 
challenge. When she decided to try and earn 
her living from weaving, she did a market 
analysis and worked out a strategy for finding 
a viable way forward.

– I knew what I did not want. I do not 
want to live off people who simply have the 
money. So instead I had to think about the 
kinds of people who would save up to buy 
handwoven and long-lasting textiles.

– I came to the conclusion that one signifi-
cant group was the folk costume lot, people 
who will get themselves a costume for handing 
down several generations.

– Then there are all of those in the medieval 

and re-enactment groups passionate about 
their hobby.

Another important target group comprises 
people engaged in building conservation, who 
often have a feel for quality and authenticity. 
Though there is today a lot of focus on wood – 
it needs a bit more on textiles.

–So I think there are customers around!
Before embarking on a new commission, she 
does meticulous calculations, dividing the 
cost of a weave into time taken for setting up 
and time for weaving. That makes it wort-
hwhile for several people wanting the same 
weave, which is why she asks the person gi-
ving the commission if other people also want 
something of the sort.

What do you say are the pros of choosing 
handwoven cloth?

– If it is just some cloth someone is after, 
perhaps this is not the route to take. I can then 
help them find the right thing. But if it is a 
special stripe sequence, a particular quality, 
then handweaving is superb. You can get ex-
actly what you want, the cloth will last and has 
been well thought out. Plus you get the tiny, 
little bits of distortion producing depth when a 
human being has been part of the making.

– The dream commission would be to 
weave something long-lasting, something big, 
furnishing an entire setting. Being able to do 
that for this house feels inspirational: new 
furniture upholstery, curtaining, canopies, 
handtowels, shower curtain in a linen blend 
waterproofed with beeswax. 

– But to be able to do that for somebody 
else, well that would be amazing.

Dyeing and weaving 
indigo blue

At the end of July and 
beginning of August 2018, a 
number of weavers gathered 
to do some indigo dyeing and 
weaving.

Sara Kånåhols led the 
course, which had been 
arranged jointly with South 
East Weavers and Gamleby 
Folk High School. It was in 
full swing when we got there. 
There were warps set up on 
the looms for a variety of 
techniques. A rosepath weave 
was being used to test out 
different patterns and shades 
of blue. Some of the weaves 
had ikat patterning, where the 
warp or weft had been tied off 
in places before being dyed. 
Both plant and animal fibres 
were being dyed.

In between dyeing yarn for 
the weaves, the participants 
took the opportunity to do 
some dyeing for their own 
projects, even dipping a few 
clothes that needed revamping.
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Patterns of Life

In my artistic practice, I worked for quite 
some time in a narrative tradition which had 
its foundations in 60s political art. The whole 
sphere of textiles is something I encountered 
after completing my course of study at Kon-
stfack in the sculpture department. Following 
Konstfack, I went on a longer trip to Guate-
mala and was captivated by the richness of 
indigenous people's craftwork, in particular 
all their textile traditions. Though in fact it 
wasn't textiles as such that I got into but art 
embedded in people's daily life. The art there 
was not about something more external; rather 
it was a tool applied to counter centuries of 
oppression. Art matters. A matter of partici-
pation and pride affecting everybody: it was 
inspirational. When I returned to Sweden, I 
began investigating our own textile traditions 
and saw craft practice as an opportunity to 
get away from art that can sometimes exclude. 
Through work made by hand I was able to 
reach people with other experiences, have oth-
er types of conversation. Handwork and craft 

became for me a way of playing down art. 
Making it more accessible through a shared 
experience of manual work. I could also open 
up issues related to art with people who were 
not obviously part of a contemporary art 
scene.

Latterly, though, I have been wondering if 
there was something I had in fact misunder-
stood about Guatemalan art practice. I went 
with my narrative tradition and the power of 
ornamentation was not something I under-
stood in its enormity or perhaps did not dare 
to trust. These days I am attempting to inves-
tigate a pattern tradition that does not just 
deal with surface decoration but also can tell 
us something about the patterns of our lives, 
how we organize ourselves in smaller social 
contexts, as well as patterns in a global social 
structure. I think the patterns I encountered 
in Guatemala served as directions of travel and 
were an expression for a collective preservation 
of the Maya people's social order, hard-pressed 
as it was by colonialism and racism.

Zusammenhalten (Keeping together) 
by Petter Hellsing, www.petterhellsing.se
was shown at Room for Textile Art.
Article on the symposium, pages 8–11. 

A TEXTILE TALE

Craft and ornamentation then become 
forms of resistance acting in opposition to 
the norms and conventions of the majori-
ty. Knowledge is carried into practice: not 
awareness leading to action but action leading 
to awareness.

Research has shown that, for example, 
when someone has had a stroke and is suffer-
ing from paralysis, recovery can be speeded 
up and get the muscle memory going through 
seeing somebody else doing movements the 
patient is not able to perform. In the same 
way, I think we can comprehend handwork 
and craft practice not just as visual experi-
ence but also as purely bodily experience that 
activates deep inherited memories. Where the 
performer and the observer share a common 
understanding of what being human is about.

This is where I feel that craft practice plays 
an important role in public art, since it is 
inclusive, stirs up desire to do and act and can 
do so through being part of collective creativ-
ity. Personal expression is present at the same 
time as there is something bigger than me, 
which has less to do with me as an individual 
artist but more with the experience of the 
hand in opening up and putting me in touch 
with my time, my past and future. Embed-
ded in inherited memory and the collective 
experience within craft there is another move-
ment too that puts us in touch with the very 
materials of which we in fact largely consist. 
Craft tools then form transitional objects of 
a kind that put me in relation to and com-
munication with materials. This is important 
perhaps above all in our time as we face an 
ecological collapse, when material can no 
longer be regarded as something without an 
agenda of its own. Materiality affects us now 
in so many different ways and I think we need 
to approach materials with humility of a very 
different kind. Realizing that the boundaries 
between the I in me and materiality are fluid, 
there is nothing that essentially separates 
me from the wood I am working with, the 
threads I am twisting, the air I breathe, all of 
it is mutually dependent.
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